
1 point 3 points
  

4 points
   

1 point

Tick the sentence which is 
missing an exclamation mark.

Why didn’t you say that you 
were afraid of sharks

What an enormous cake it is

Rewrite this question as an 
appropriate command.

Why haven’t you put your 
coat on yet?

 
 

Write a command which 
could be the first step in a 
set of instructions about 

brushing your teeth.

Punctuate this sentence 
correctly.

Who’s making that 
horrible noise

4 points
   

2 points
 

1 point 3 points
  

Write a question which 
could have this sentence as 

its answer.

I have four pet salamanders.

Underline the sentence 
which is a statement.

Many people like cheese

Cut the cheese carefully

How do you age cheese

Add the correct punctuation 
to this sentence.

take the time to visit our 
vintage teacup collection

Circle the word which makes 
this sentence a command.

If you want to ensure 
the best seats, reserve 

them today.

3 points
  

1 point 4 points
   

2 points
 

Jim wants to know how to 
make paper. Write a question 

that Jim could ask to find 
out how to. Remember to 

punctuate it correctly.

What is the name given to 
the punctuation which is 

missing from this sentence?

Why don’t you just try a 
little piece

What is the function of 
this sentence?

How delightful that was

Is the following sentence a 
command or a statement?

Brodie always wears his 
favourite socks to bed.

2 points
 

3 points
  

2 points
 

4 points
   

What is the name given to 
this type of sentence?

What a beautiful hat 
you’re wearing!

Add the missing punctuation 
into this sentence.

As she climbed the wall 
Denise thought about all of 

the exciting things she might 
discover on the other side

Tick the sentence which is 
a command.

Tie your shoelaces.

You should probably tie  
your shoelaces. 

Write a command which 
starts with the word ‘do’.

Do… 

Memory Challenge Grid:
Types of Sentences

Colour your total score on the thermometer: 

SPaG Master!

Your SPaG skills are strong!

Keep practising!

More training required.
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Answer the following knowledge-based 
questions on a separate piece of paper 

or whiteboard. Are you a SPaG Samurai 
Master on this topic? What’s your score?

visit twinkl.com



Memory Challenge Grid:
Types of Sentences Answers

1 point 3 points
  

4 points
   

1 point

Why didn’t you 
say that you were 
afraid of sharks

What an enormous 
cake it is

Accept an appropriate 
command, such as:

Put your coat on.

Accept an appropriate 
command, such as:

First, squeeze some 
toothpaste onto your 

toothbrush.

Who’s making that 
horrible noise?

4 points
   

2 points
 

1 point 3 points
  

Accept an appropriate 
question, such as:

Do you 
have any pets?

Take the time to visit 
our vintage teacup 

collection.

If you want to ensure 
the best seats, reserve 

them today.

3 points
  

1 point 4 points
   

2 points
 

Accept an appropriate 
question, such as:

How do you 
make paper?

a question mark The function of 
the sentence is an 

exclamation.

a statement

2 points
 

3 points
  

2 points
 

4 points
   

an exclamation As she climbed the 
wall, Denise thought 

about all of the 
exciting things she 

might discover on the 
other side.

Tie your shoelaces.

You should probably 
tie your shoelaces. 

Accept an appropriate 
command, such as:

Do take the time 
to write us a 

glowing review.

Many people 
like cheese

Cut the 
cheese carefully

How do you 
age cheese
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